
10' Standard Tent Awning 

Product Parts 

1 - End Bar (x2) 
2 - Center Bar 
3 - Side Bar (x2) 
4 - Corner Connectors (x2) 
5 - Clamps (x2) 
6 - Graphic 

Display Set-Up 

(Parts not to scale) 
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Step 1 

Connect the End Bars ( l) to the Center Bar (2) using the push buttons. 

Step 2 

Feed the combined bars through the Graphic's (6) pole pocket and lay it flat so the graphic is facing upward. 

Step 3 

Attach the Corner Connectors (4) to the End Bars ( l) so that they're facing toward the hook & loop on the 
graphic, using the push buttons to secure them. 

Step4 

Add the Side Bars (3) to the Corner Connectors (4) using the push buttons. 

Step 5 - two-person assembly recommended for this step. 

Clip the Clamps (5) onto the tent frame (not included), just under the 
canopy on the vertical poles, so that the opening faces the direction of 
the awning. Lift the awning from steps 1-4 so that the Side Bars (3) can 
be inserted into the Clamps. For each side, screw in the Clamp's knob to 
secure the awning. Clamp 

Step 6 

Tent Frame 
(not included) 

Graphic 

Secure the Graphic' s (6) hook & loop around the tent frame's scissors under the canopy's valance. Loosen the 
knobs on the Clamps (5) to slide them down the vertical tent frame's poles until the Graphic is taut. Tighten the 
knobs again to secure the awning's position. 

Storage and Care 

Store in a cool dry location. To clean the frame, wipe with a damp cloth. Spot clean the graphic with mild soap 
and water. Air-dry only and never dry-clean. 
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